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was final hearing a series of three s 
conducted by the Assembly Select Committee on Farm 
Violence. 
The Corr~ittee had been charged with the of investi-
gating the labor dispute and abi ty of law enforcement 
agencies to handle farm labor violence that resulted 
the di 
hearings in three s. st 
one was on 1 to the 
had occurred Kern County. The second one was on 
October 2 Fresno to examine incidents Fresno and 
Tulare County. one was held on November 26 
Springs, and focus of this he was on 
County as we as on the the of 
security guards. 
initial focus of the 
However, as 
result 
Committee agreed with the suggestion 
the final hearing into 
California. 
Assemblyman Raymond Seeley participated in this hearing. 
• 
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ASSEMBLY SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
FARM LABOR VIOLENCE 
CHAIRMAN RICHARD ALATORRE: The meet 
Committee on Farm Labor is now to 
Before I make an introductory statement, I'd 1 to 
introduce to you the members of the and so very 
distinguished Assemblyman from Blythe, and the 
this morning and this afternoon, Assemblyman Ray Seeley, on my 
extreme righto Next to him an S 
ls, soon-to-be West Los Ange Ken 
Fresno. My name is Assemblyman 
On October 1 and 2 of t 
hearings in Bakers Fresno were to 
of violence that had two areas 
labor dispute. This we will 
occurred here Riverside County 
In addition, as a 
our first hearings, we will t 
licens of private State 
I wish to at 
that se hearings are not to 
farm labor dispute. Another 
on 
secret ballot e ions for 




















































area and other areas 
Springs. 
are 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Because 
who is the Sher won't 
but will be testifying this afternoon, so we'll 
to 
the agenda. The first witness I'd 1 to call Sam the 
Deputy Chief for the Bureau of Collection Inves 
for the State Department of Consumer 
centrating our efforts in the 
licensing of security guards. 
on 
If you can state your full name 
MR. SAMUEL M. LEVIN: It's 
Alatorre 
















Most perform no pol duties. 
s 
They simply report incidents to author s. 
-3-
and we' be con-










The Bureau l s w 
Inves uster Act 
6 
the C.I F.B.I to 
good , 
or a cr 
Bureau an 














an counc on l lat 
to implement its recommendations. Even I 
I understand the iminary out. 
Another of more d concern to 
currently being conducted by the Local 
in Berkeley under a grant from Cal Counc 






cross-section of the security industry and of law enforcement 
participating in the study, and the Bureau antic s that some 
well thought-out and useful suggestions improvements the 
regulation of private security w evolve from the however, 
the Bureau would like to leave the with one caveat. 
respect to attempts to 
secur , we 
alizing the industry. 







needed to perform 
"~eee~"e>e>~"~~,~"~"e ,"ee 
demand a high 
skills or 
labor market. 
persons who cannot 
hear references to upgrading 
While admirable 
are 
We are not here to defend any spec propos We're 
not aware of any proposals at time, we are of the opinion 
-5-
we must any tend to disqual 
as secur 
or 
It doubtful sent 
other jobs. 




to I one 
de w 1 s to 
s Bureau over 
trat 
I 1 
comments or at 
c f 









ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: I understand your point in terms 
employment; but at the same time, people are carrying 
arms, seems to me that a 
between those and the so-called door or s 
only qualification has to be that they're alert. 
MR. LEVIN: We are in the midst of a program now to set 
up regulations in order to register those people who carry firearms. 
This will include some firearm training, and we are presently 
attempting to place in it a course arrest (citizen arrest) so 
that those who will be carrying firearms will have to have, first 
of all, firearms training, and, second, classroom work what they 
are able to do. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: You'll have categories 
MR. LEVIN: That correct. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: 's 1. 
CHAIRMAN Mr. S 
ASSEMBLYMAN S IEROTY: Yes, , Mr. 
Mr. Levin, does 
still oppose Mr. MacGillivray's 
persons seeking this profess~vuoc~ 
and in the use firearms? 
1 











the first place, 
w State 
not been 1 
at 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Well, almost everyone, except less 




MR. LEVIN: Well, it is our ion that we can produce a 
11 not be as str the program that 
11 se 1 
ASSEMBLYMAN S you tes f be the 
cr Jus Committee he , you 
give the National 
yo~u~~~~-~~=c~~,~~~ s 11 the pos 
MR. LEVIN: Yes, it is; 
s cs, we 
be f arm s 
we are to rece 
Now, 























are free to s 
a of 
f was not s s 
area of ing for 
are to meet s. It's a 
f 
we 


























training set up through our Peace Officer Train and s 
Commission. That was MacGill 11; and as I 1, I 
out of our unan us I would ust 
like this committee to know we, the Criminal Jus 
indicated its concern that these private security people 
training both arms and the of arrest; and 
what the MacGillivray bill would do. 
Now, exactly where the bill is at this moment, I'm not 
clear on. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Very good. 
Let me ask you some stions, Mr. Levin. Out of 
security guards that you have license 
private securi that work for a 
many of them are in-house securi 
company themselves? 
MR. LEVIN: None of 





MR. LEVIN: For 
for a company 
requ to be 1 





how many of se are 
cific company 
that are hired 
we ter are 







s are not 
tee 
MR. LEVIN: Well, primarily the reason 
that the compan s themselves are responsible for 
their employees. It is not a contract basis. 





secur re are 
State of i 




We no re n. 
American Society of Industr 
's one o 
Security, 
some in n; there is no 
to that. 
ALATORRE: Let me 






be able to g 
we would have re at 
ano question: 
s securi 












if are your 
s 












en rcement so 
gu 
MR. LEVIN: We can answe 
when 's se securi 














so apply to use secur as to anybo 
se? CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : What are 
MR. LEVIN: Well, the Pen 
weapons, all of those are controlled outs 
Professions Code. 
the use of 
of Bus ss 
rous 
The Legislature has given us the Business and Professions 
Code. Those people who have guards you contract out for, 
are not guarding ir own prope , so you have not had a 
to check them out to see who they are. Therefore, you no 
control over them so 1 guards, whe r they be use or other-
wise, are s ect to c 1 and cr 1 s. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Yes? 
MR. LEVIN: So we understand why 
the use secur 
ALATORRE: Well, 
included under a lar law 
Legislature next year? 
MR. LEVIN: pe n? 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: No, we're 
ment's opinion, not your r 
MR. LEVIN: I don't 









si n wo 




be we MR. LEVIN: Well, 
do not feel that it is necess because we have not rece 
many complaints from in-house security. 
-1 
For I Lockheed ir own lice force. Sears 
may have own pol are areas of 
se rces we on, we are not 
knowledge of wrongdo teet one or two 
iso 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: 1 a kil 
MR. LEVIN: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN 
ALATORRE : Now, to kil 
or do people 
this are 
to t 1 
MR. LEVIN: Well, I 
to For 





If one State were to run to and 11 
h le 












fference tween a 
11 somebody who 
's some ques n 
ar re 
- 2-
MR. LEVIN: Well, secur guards are not law en 
They are s to teet and 1 s f sons. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: But 
situations some law enforcement 
MR. LEVIN: Not 




you as a 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: The only di is that 
cases. he has a gun and I don't have a gun 
MR. LEVIN: This true. He 
and he may have a gun. This is true. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Let me 
talked about firearms training. Can 
firearms that you or the 
minimum standards for firearm training? 
MR. LEVIN: Yes. I 
which we were to 
guards as possible, and this was 
Association was mentioned as a 
second area wou be 
of arrest and how the 
situations. 
the roo 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : I 
the National Rifle Association 
MR. LEVIN: The reason 
the POST s be 
junior college-type of set-up and 
't 
which they could this training. 
be 
element involved because jun r col 
-1 
be wearing a 
you a no the r th 
















would be limited areas in 
would so be a 
s don't us set 
these 

















travel some stance to 
Associat n 
of a 






ttee 1 s been 
t of Consumer Affairs? 
MR. LEVIN: I 't s stic. 
ALATORRE : Do a? 
MR. LEVIN It 
lease 








MR LEVIN: From 
ttee is mee 











sent law as 
the answer wo s, 
re 
t of view, 
were not to our 
s 
attention until the Committee did meet; and we learned most of this 
through the newspaper. We did not rece ts 
on any of areas. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : You never received 
from anybody? 
MR. LEVIN: In the farm labor area, no, we had not 
received any complaints. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: How about any complaints against the 
Delano Private Patrol? 
MR. LEVIN: I'm not aware of any. Now, we may have 
received some the Committee's actions started, but I'm not 
aware of at this point. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Ve good. 
During our hear Bakers ld, some of the law en rce-
ment offi s concern con s n at 
private c izens have wore 
similar in color to se of the 1 1 0 s. Have 
ever had any problems area? 
MR. LEVIN: Yes, we have. was a 11 was 
introduced that s that uni fferent; 
however, again, we we ls of 
We one area wh law en t want 
the forms fferent so there won t be of 
ing. 
We a no r area where law en t le 
deputize pr 1 operators' employees and want uni rms 
. • 1 




MR. LEVIN No 
ALATORRE: 














f San Mateo 










CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Of a citizen? 
MR. LEVIN: Of a pr ci zen, correct. 
CHAIRMAN Are 0 ques s? 
Yes, Mr. Sieroty. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Let me you, Mr. 
training does the Department of Consumer Affairs 
of the private security guards? 
MR. LEVIN: There is no ing that is 
, what 
sently 
present time. The only area that we cou classi possibly, as 
training would be area in which the individual, in o 
carry mace, must passed a POST course. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: How long does ? 
MR. LEVIN: I think 's a 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : To how to mace , it 
a day? 
MR. LEVIN: Yes, s 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: , Mr. S 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Well, f st of 1, I m not sure 
that private securi guards are sen to use mace. 
I thought it only re to ace o 
security guard of 
Apparently, however, are 11 
apply to mace but not to 
dichotomy. But the ing that str 
and I'm not s it's yours 
, un 
some o r 
al POST s 
is kind of an s 




representing the Department and the Administration, that in a 
when this coun looking for some adership, when the President 
gets on televis n and we expect the Governor is go to come out 
-17-
very strong s 
testimony s such a we 
of energy, that your 
of the government 
te 
1 conce 








11 someone or to 
us weapons; 
any kind of s 
guns, e terms 
r the 
I've never seen 
terms of its re 
reason for yo to 
's what real str 
only reason guns is 
aten to kill someone. They're 
's no re need to yet you feel 
for the peop who a.re hired to use 
of or terms of 
n lf. 
ss on of a State 
s. It s st 1 's 
le I n't 
we've s at 1 se rators if you 
are no go to exerc 
not 
Now, I'm so 
re 






as to t is 
tan s, ve 













a of urse s 
s We are not aware of many 
, I am not aware of 











for one of our licensees, has 1 an 
Now, we s 
off-duty patrolman got 
outside of a bar. Unless it 
need, at this particular po 
, one recent 
a gun a securi 
shown where there is ac 
, I'm not aware of the 
re 
s 
there are two people that have been killed by security guards that 
are licensed by our Department because they didn't know to 
handle a gun. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: May I 
MR. LEVIN: Certainly. 
you another st n? 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Why necessary r 
sec uri guards to have guns? Maybe they shouldn't at 
all. Have you looked at possibili 
MR. LEVIN: Yes. As s less than f, as 
we can determine at time, of se are istered 
the Bureau do weapons. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Wou you feel it wou be 
practicable to say no 1 secur gu co 
have a weapon? 
MR. LEVIN: I am not area of 
as 
people, so the I cou see as an answer 
to some of s 1 if a man 
uniform and an individual is tent on do some wro 
has a weapon, man uni rm go the man a 
because he thinks he has got it on his arm. So 
given the man a stature of being armed~ and whe 
is something I can't answer. 
-1 
rm 




















ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Okay, 
ALATORRE: Let me 
Fresno, I bel 
? 











MR LEVIN De 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: But u are 
s be set 
that are in 
s is an ant 
you. 
, at arings 
a securi 
In a s n 1 
us a prod 
n re re, we wou 
, to 
1 of law, 





MR. LEVIN No. Once , there are 
set 1 of securi We 
set. 
a cr 
MR. LEVIN: It's a 1 s In o to 
as a se owner or its 
-20-
manager must have at least one year's exper 
examination, must st a $2, 
, must pass an 
a c an 
re I s "c ", not 1 or s not 
good mo 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : I probably the rity of the 
Committee are 
standards for 
favor, certainly, of se 
use of firearms. 
up some min 
But the nightstick that carry, if not used pro 
is just as dangerous as a gun. Now, I have great difficulties 
not trying to push for some minimum standards because I have seen 
the manner in which private security guards have that 
stick; and if they don't have ing in the use of 
can kill people. 
MR. LEVIN: The i at present t is 
classified as a 













cattle prods wo 
a law to 
in Business 
Code, it would then 










ASSEMBLYMAN SEELEY: Yes, Mr. Levin. I was interested 
in your opening statement where you s reports 
s f arms indicate majori of them were due to 




at a more 






























, I'm sure 
we 
am can be deve 
; be more conven to 
many of rur areas i g 






























I if no 
MR. LEVIN : The 
fact that mace is not wide 
fference there, I believe, is 
used. Most of the 
the 
ll not 
use mace 1 of mace is not 1 SO 
they did not br up the same po ts reference to mace. 
don't use it, they don't tend to use it, or at 
when the law was put through, so I imagine that is 





the dissimilarity, but you say they can go to 
learn about mace? 
POST s l and 
MR. LEVIN: That is correct. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SEELEY: And that? 
MR. LEVIN: That correct. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SEELEY: And why can't they go to POST 
school and learn about ? 
MR. LEVIN: Once I I don't of 
contract, s a man to mace. 
know of any se s enter ts 
guard to mace, but 
there may be enter ire 
carry arms. mace was s ct an is not of 
SEELEY: You've s a t, you 







was readily available as your N.R.A. program or any other 
gram? 
MR. LEVIN: 
not aware of the ent 
1 so, 
POST course. 
I wou to s 
please. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: All right, ank you. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Mr. Kandt. Wou you state your name for the reco 
MR. ROBERT E. KANDT: Yes, Robert E. Kandt. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: And you're representing whom? 
MR. KANDT : I 'm sent the Institute for Lo 
Self-Government. 
I' 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : Do you a prepared statement 
sir? 
MR. KANDT: No, I not, Mr I but I 
a few t 
I am a rese as so on a ject 
a one-year study on securi 1. s be 
funded Californ Council on Cr Justice. 
The Ins lf an 
of the Le of rn s s, 
can be rent the of i ci s. We do 
have independence that re ct. 
fo 
Bas ly, what we are ing studying 
nature of 
securi 
, the extent in california--the 
security--resul what we will be a des 
term which is used by the Ins tute to indicate 
ordinances if this is fo necess 
-2 
for act ' a 











seem to el 











































MR. KANDT: Yes, , we 11. 
CHAIRMAN , when s 
ted, if you cou 
recommendations to 
as wel as 
MR. KANDT: I'd be most happy to. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Have you compiled t at 
all? 
MR. KANDT: Some of it we have, but not 1 of it. We've 
surveyed various elements of security. We've gone out to 
the employers, as well as the clients. That data has not been 
broken down into any sophistication. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Offhand, have re 
so terms of the ques were from what we've 
asked of Mr. 
arms of securi 
of use or improper use of f 
MR. KANDT 




include the use of firearms as well as 









suse of force or 
In terms of 
? 
MR. KANDT: Pre se 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: What incidents 



















MR. KANDT: were no 
of cases our 
se of I ex tens 
Some 0 were 
not necessar I 
were. 





















, as I 























suse of rce or 
was 
se 







One of e gaps, I think, need for r 
sanctions the Bureau lf. ars to me some cases 
that Bureau be a se 
they are to go out and areas, to 
actually send out investigators to de just what go on 
to determine whether or not the industry complying with the 
regulations as they now exist. 
It appears to me, also, that perhaps some of the fees, 
especially the fees for initial registration, could be rai I 
think that would eliminate some of the smal , less adequate 
businesses within State. 
There are a number of other areas, I think, we can 
see gaps to be plugged 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Very good. 
0 s ? Mr. S 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Mr. 's rs 
that the to State to 1 
private se rs was mo to 
dupl n was occurr s, so 
that they now State Is 
that your underst 
MR. KANDT: The t of s is true. 
was the intent; however, I ser s whe or not 
local law has been preempted. 
I've d to n Bureau Ch 
Sacramento, about this7 and he s me. 
If you read very careful Section 7523 of the Private 






















of you ask 
Mr. Cocher 
could probably answer them better I can, so if 's 
that Mr. Co cou me. 
I not a statement, se I 
two items, I believe, that have been str to u. One was 
a copy of a letter that I wrote to Assemblyman 11 Brown. You' 
ignore the t page; it was frustrat It wasn't my 
frustration, incidentally, with this particular bill. The other 
are the last minutes of the Bureau's Advisory Committee. I bel 
we passed those out too, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Yes, we have them. 
MR. ROCKWELL: Dealing with scussions, they are 
just minutes. They kind of just ss over, what was a 
four-hour are regarding some 
Gordon Bishop with regards to some plans 
scuss ns we 
some obje of 
arms 
I wou 1 to start out a of 
One is the I, myself, do t a 
career the security It's 
with Bureau of Inves I have 
law enforcement and wo en cement o 
particular the area of at 
years wi a good age of my 
not only police ns, 
train 
I came to se I 
something about it as many people were c ser 





ars. I came 
25 ars 
icers 







to overs li ' we are 
three ar areas of lar 
ttees not on so 
Ar because covers terri to I I so 
ALATORRE: s lar slatures? 
MR. are to f are 
beh are + t law, -'-
1 're us a t of 
i 
F t of m i contract 
we contract 
comes re two rms~ one 1 street 
1. Un tween 
street 1. 
I've 
' a 0 act securi 
son. you r 
he s ou on s 
a 
I wou s secur 
t of 
u see 
i at 're 
s. 
wou s to rcent of street 
1 s are ss that 
as mu as rcen secur one 
that's on the premises--and I will refer to him as 
guard and 0 
not 
For 
We went up to 2 
as the street 
tance, we provide 
guards. Tonight they are going to 





150 guards, and there isn't a gun the Park. We do not use guns 
I don't like to speak r everybody who may want to use 
we use as few guns as possible. We do have some armed guards. 
Another area of security, which I think you have already 
touched on, in-house; and I cannot ak 
you have a very good spokesman here for in-house, who 
you along the way, Mr. Wright, so I'm go 
and stick with the contract industry. 
We have no 
group or any 
the industry. In , we 
or 
We 
Townsend Act which called 
We 
here. We didn't do 
rather subs 









t we were 
, I 1 
San area, we acent commun 










and they would not reciprocate each o We cou 
of Sto 
't move 
guard one to ano r us 
$25 a year to put guard anyplace Ci For th , we 
don't really get anything. We get a cal name check maybe from 















20, to 22, I I be 
0 
n 











were wo r us 
came. I don't the exact 
ly, Bure 
were on 
are to 30, 
t 
I if correct I there were 
rejects out of le ' s we 
we cou to screen 
We wo We 
f 
MR. We neces 
j man 
ses of s scene 
necess to 
on that We l 
on 
a s 
so you are rel 
on of were, do 
you out rts. It s of 
those 
ing? 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : Mr. Maddy. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Do you ect to the co 
arms your y uld cial 
MR. ROCKWELL: No, we're for We re very much for 
training r those who carry arms. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Of course, you did not testi before 
Criminal Justice, and I personally wouldn't any problem 
with your Item One in your letter to Assemblyman Brown about 
ing training for only those that are going to be armed. I don't 
have any objection. 
MR. ROCKWELL: That was one of 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: You po 
of the bill. 
out that--and I it's 
obvious--that unarmed guards at Candlestick Park are not requ 
or shou not be to t I 't 
understand your Item Two ut pol iz secur 
It seems to me that what we were after, and 
MacGill 's ll was after, was to establish a 
with co or in legisl n 
those people who carry firearms 
you to speak on 
M..R.. ROCKWELL: Po 1 f 
the letter, aggressive. Police 
for instance, the ing of the 
arm 
we cou be as 
tr 
, as I s 
training 
sto 1 course, 
an aggress arms course. We are not teres ted 








are interested only in the protection of the life or the protec-
tion of somebody else. We are not terested in learn to 
-35-







MADDY: If ~s an 
to ... 
MR. not 
ASSEMBL'YMAN" MADDY: Well, if 's not 
MR. ROCKWELL: the heart of it. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: But, so, of 
and to use 
























Do s of 
MADDY: Yes I so. Is 

















no to use it i its use 
s of s ns. 
-3 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Are those at all part of POST 
training? 
MR. No. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: In other wo 
of the training for the POST, right? 
, judgmen isn't 
MR. ROCKWELL: No, I would say not. I wou say r POST 
training, there's very little emphasis on judgment. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: I don't think that's true. We have 
had testimony POST people very recently in terms that 
spent a good deal of time, they say. I haven't attended the course, 
but they spend a good deal of time on mo implications. 
MR. ROCKWELL: I'm a licensed POST teacher. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: All , where do you 
MR. ROCKWELL: I'm not teaching right at moment, but 




system and I 
down I've ne it on F.B.I. 
training programs and such as 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Don t you te the rnor 
tion of. .. 
MR. ROCKWELL: I teach am 
according to the time 
cases, no emphasis. 
have, 
on the 
very 1 some 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: is supposed to be; but the 
po is, I think, if we could get POST to wo 
MR. ROCKWELL: s wo be 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: ... and industry design a 
course. Now, Mr. Chairman, if I just ask whether this is 









cost of not 
costs of 
MR. ROCKWELL: Why sho 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: 
costs. It should not a 
state taxes. 
of 
who are go 
industry 
to use 
costs, s ? 
's expense. You are 
ing a Your ts should re se you 
cost of 
ask ' are you 11 
course to 
MR. 
for " because I t • 
















n't want to 
h 
. I . I. ' a 
't to we'd 1 
cost is. 
you ' so 
















How a re 
-3 













MR. ROCKWELL: A reasonable amount, s, we would. I 
fact, I believe, under present , the State is go 
th Re al Research 
to set this up. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: What Educational ... 
MR. ROCKWELL: I don't Gordon Bishop 
this portion of it in the State. We are merely in an 
capacity . 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Any other questions? 
sory 
to 
MR. ROCKWELL: We have recently--in the last weekend, one 
of our security guards at Ti 's was shot by a bandit. He now 
lies the ho Nobody's complained about his He 
was armed. He not draw the gun, but he was shot. 
We also 
thre a 
guard--I do not know 
saved the woman's li 
a situation a woman was 
man on a 
d h or s 
a securi 
was--
I don t there are eat numbers of cases 
of abuses of securi 
policemen who t involved You don't ar 
s th 
t 
few. You don't about the the F.B.I. gun vault 
where an agent gets invo in ho He us 
Memphis, but is that goes on. Guns are 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: 0 s ? 
Mr. Walden, and Mr. Carter here? 
MR. AUBREY CARTER: Yes. 







ALATORRE : Mr • 
yourself? 
Yes, my name G 
Ass tant for 's, Inc. 
I don't statement lf. I m 
re ace of Mr P r, who was cal back to our New 
0 I bel he ss a 
Yes, Mr 
MR. WALDEN: I wou 





n, s ? 
MR. 











































as Mr. P s, so I canna as wel on ject as 
might on the subject. From what I've heard of it, I don't bel 
that our firm would be favor of 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: 
MR. WALDEN: Because we 





CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Would you favor the 
of standards for security guards? 
MR. WALDEN: Certainly. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : Is re question? 




MR. CARTER: Yes, I'm Aubrey Carter. I own and operate 
tern located Fresno. I received your letter 
~~-~--~-~~~ 
of tation, I'm here to answer questions perhaps more 
making any broad statement to se ty in 
I some comments to , but they were very we 1 
covered by Mr. Ro 1 
of pr security 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Were you 
labor dispute Fresno of the 
MR. CARTER: Yes, I was. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: How 





MR. CARTER: We were 
Fresno County primarily. 
ad between Tulare Coun 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: 
have working? 
many men d 




CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: What type of problems 
experience during ar s ? 
MR. one, it's our 
refuse to provide security guards at scenes. 
guards out the and on picket 1 s. We 
for bui and premises primari 












Most of our 
of 
re 
































CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Did company take a posi 
reference to MacGillivray 
MR. CARTER: No, we 




perhaps, who here at the table, cou respond to 
I'm a member of the ifornia Association of 
s 
Investigators, and Mr. Gibbs is former president of that state 
association, which comprises 500 members, and I think he cou 
address himself better . 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Mr. Carter, your training was con-
ducted by your own in-house group; is that correct? 
MR. CARTER: 's correct. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Your own o 
MR. CARTER: We have a former 
ization? 
lice o who has 
qualified 
of our peop 
the POST standards, and he does the of 
th to arm us 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: 
Rockwell that the 









ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: But, 
when your men were 






















ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: In most cases, can you us some 
general idea of how that was Did lo enforcement 
-4 
? 
become invo Was use of or the necess r 
a ns? 
MR. CARTER: was never a cess r use of 
a to or 0 
At one of co ants, an was 
set a We not the was. We t 
if y were str 1 or 0 1. 












as a secur 
c 
1. 






MR. Wel I I 
it costs 
















ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Can 
you ? 
MR. CARTER: Yes. We 






Prior to going to the range, we spend s hours with them 
room indoctrination, handling the weapon and the var 
problems that may arise pertaining to the use of the weapon. 
of 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Is the total program an eight-hour 
program? 
or is 
MR. CARTER: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: And 
an training? 
MR. CARTER: Well, we 
ly 
to do it 
but sometimes that 't possible. For example, a contract 1 
want armored come up. 
three be we on scene 
I might say that we 11 not 
unless have the 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: 
else. You indicated by a 1 
ments s 11 do some control 
us what that was, Mr. Carter? 
MR. CARTER: Yes, I know 





uniforms, specifically s co 
we wo 
n. 
t on them 
Le me you one 
le earl that 
area. Could you tell 
area, 
luding Kern Coun 
s 












of my area; 
severe. 
s 
one who wo to 
a to WO as a 
ASSEMBLYMAN they 
MR. CARTER: I it's $ 
SIEROTY: 
have so many of or so 
or to 
MR. CARTER: No, s 
ch I t's to 
you were an e 
Mr 
1 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Your name 
MR. Mr. G 
s s 




MR. GIBBS: In West Los 








an or a 
can of 
r reco 






dispute; I can 













insofar as 's another po t In 
line th the new State program which we we ar our 
men through the C.I. and I. with State. However, 
of Los Angeles, we must also our men down to 
police department: and by order of Board of Pol s ners, 
men 1 out an , are 
stigated the Los Bo of Po 
are men who are out on 












MR. GIBBS: No. If I 
s felt u not 





























of man you want? 11 I 1 
I s "On I 
" But, as as can 
75 0 if 's 
21. 
I've been ss 30 
re between to 150 I 
none of my ever f 
You 
1? We a 
I 
of 



































trouble, then , if nece , to use we 
we are not out to streets. 
low We 
City of Los les tells us of un 
wear. We cannot wear You canno wear 
1 yourself the f or of You cannot 









someone has seen on 
some of 






1 's str 
a 
he a ant o 



























too. I 't 
Wes 
name of 































str , commerc 
1 me of res 





s for home-owner 
MR. GIBBS: Beverlywood Home OWners 
tracted my company, and we're in our , sixth, 
eighth year, where we provide a cruising patrol car, two cars 
con-
or 
fact, overlapping from 2:00 the afternoon until 4:00 the 
morning on a contract basis, cru the streets~ and 
are away the 
out and checks 
home, they no 
doors and windows 
us. The man actual 
that sort of thing. 




, stores, after 
MR. GIBBS: Yes, s 
ASSEMBLYMAN IEROTY: You re 
? 
MR. We are also 
ASSEMBLYMAN S Is 
to see 
ar 
MR. CARTER: No , 's same. It's 















it whatever you want to area of 
the of arrest of ? 
MR. GIBBS: I wou be in favor of s. I bel 1 
of us, certainly, at this table and other people in the 
have been for many I if no more than to ne 
-5 
never 








the physical secur I we ,000 
We have 1 our 
We 
c , San Jose 
San Mateo Count Santa I ve 
arso 
Part I'm a former 
F.B.I. I was so a 
I we at 
the Committee to, hopefully, ass t what the 
of officers do; 
help I can to 
I 
from 
I can answer. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY 
that f to 
? 
MR. WRIGHT: I 




a great sense 
and fore, we devote a 
people 
I'd more glad to be 

























fac s not 
street 




























1 Mr s 
some-
? 
ASSEMBLYMAN S IEROTY: Yes, Mr. , 
to us a course 
or contract. 
t? 
I maybe we need some between 
training that you for 
industry or business; and perhaps 1 11 to some 
for areas. 
For tance, we haven 1 t 
principal reason for this aring area. 
Maybe ought to some spec area 
are to be ut connect a 1 
dispute because you some ser areas 





In , te now 
hours you to 
hours terms arres 
terms cons ? 
Can g us th course, 
f just to g us some 
area. 
MR. WRIGHT: 1, s a 
I guess, f 's j on 























to stres I 
It 
to s a 
for can 





s not we 
have scores, we run 
run them or 
unw and 
that was weapon, 
public. I have to weed 
trouble. We select our 
high school education and certain 
of the other do not. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: What 
MR. WRIGHT: Oh, we 1 
people or 
of them are 
They•ve had 
firms. We 
still to the we 
any son. 
Years 
body who else. 
operate. They a 
be 1 to 
selves. 
In our , we 
have to uphold, so I can't 
s 
and I wonder 






























































































at entrances the 
trying to prevent 
used bullhorns to 
from leaving the f the str 
mes to the the 
fields, the drown out by means 
sound amplification devices. 
to walk the jobs j 
When workers would make 






over 350, were a source 
the s, 
never done 























































$50 f It seems to be a statement on 























in Coachel d those respect: 
local enforcement 
, was 
treatment , Teamsters, secur 




not succeed in the e 
and turn whole s 








goon squad or 
was 
of the tactics used by 








call f of 
of 



























































Second, I in fact I know--that when persons are 
involved an emot 
violence can I am not 1 1 d to 
game but only to point out that to a dispute over 1 
issues and not have a physical confrontat , at times 
and is unrealistic. This is not to excuse act of 
but to answer a stion often asked, "Why can 1 t 
• stop the violence?" 
Third, violence, where perpetrated, is in the of 
participant any activity of this nature. Laws are on the 
books 
more laws won't the pattern those 
inclined to , those in ass and 
ass w , et cetera. Constant 
involved may act 
Four, I I not 
want to sues over no 
control no necess to 
place , to w 
the s of the e 
s. I feel w we d a 
good j a w 
minimum amount of problems for 1 in Coache a 
Valley. It was accomplished through communicat w 
concerned. I there were , that there were assaults, 
and action was taken violators. Further, 
there was des was s act 
the law were 
was a some to the 
an I 
that were arrests 
to of However, the 
not cause cr 
we were 
one was emot 
necess to treat 











of s movement 
the ars from 6 7 
e 19 In 
of versus no As a f 
ar 1 9, s arrests were 
calls were to 5 arrests and 
c s 1973. 







0 memo or an 
s 
net re se 
the UFW a Teamster 






to be more f the 
s 








































would return to the 
h 
were also to rel 
zone teams 




























































or an occas foot 
s 
We 
cr we was as 
were on all cr sonnel. 
Th l w the 
an role of a f 
was more or true than There were 
t the men were w cr but 
of I the to a lem. The 
observe a cr I 
a 
I we l s more 
or lems than resulted from the of 
not be to 
a we arrest cr 
the arrest var s 
were rece 2, the to rece 
and not on s 
a was rece s pr 
s arrest was 8.5 
of the se 
On 6 e or I w traumat 
were rece ted, 
son or on-s arrest status were were arres 
on 
ar arrest c tance warr 































Mr. Morton, D 
make own s 
the Super court was 
Communicat was 
accomplish. As act 



















manner when an 
that 1 




were very produc 
could have ar 








ourselves were the numerous 
success the 's 
to 
we 1 we were to 
to the 
th s 
the follow , we be these 












was necess subj 
c 
law not eas 
A consc e 
court proce 
to g 
We had no h 


















at any time convenient. 
elimination of frustration. 






one contributed gre 
Constant by 
s of 





be helpful. All I 
CHAIRMAN 
of 
gave us; and I m sure 
certainly 1 
Let me 
to the rest of 
Dur 
any reason to c 
us 
outs 




on two occasions, and we 





d , at t 
ass ? 
outs 









CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: 1 r ques 
of concern to us: Dur you or 
f secur 
he the ? 
MR. CLARK: We a we ex 
law. The or was involving the 
were the 
D ex law. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: D ? 
MR. CLARK: be ssed, 
came 






, on the 1 
was confus 
at the scene. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: 
, or were ust 
. CLARK: 
one as I 
s. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Do 

















Our was sent to Ernes 
ates $309,428. 
us? 
. CLARK: Ye , s 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: 
~e ? 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: I 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Yes 
MADDY: 
have ass to area? 
MR. CLARK: At 
approximately 1 on 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY 





















as v ing the c 1 rights, so that when we went to to 
the the f the s 
what the status was. us on the 1 
the UFW 
that 
we can't because we're to v our c 
r s." they went ahead and took an act then we 
arres 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: You arrested them. There were mass 
arrests then~ is that r 
MR. CLARK: on two occas 
was 150. 




at one t 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: D 
ja i WOU not 
MR. CLARK: Well, even 
at : but at po 
s was 
came to 
area so that we 
so we It 




















MR. CLARK: Refus to re ased? 
MADDY: That's r In other words the 
and to br 
re 
arre 
them; and we've he test 
wou not re ase an 
j fac 1 WOU no 
matter to the attent of 






MR. re was one or two inc 
at most four, that the d not want to be re 
to r court tr 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: You never a s 
arrests were that your j would no 
peop and to that correct? 
MRo CLARK: No, 's correct. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Do you have any inc there 
were complaints in terms of the ing 
within your jail fac Any complaints filed you 
to treatment by the correct 
MR. CLARK: Not to my There was a 
We were 
diet 's on j menu, re was an 
was not same se 
eat 
AS MADDY: Mr. S on a d 
same restaurants terms 
in 
extent to resolve 
MR. CLARK: to the extent of we 
booked. We have same mass tern we d used 
kind of a mass arrest tern 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: ever acce s 
people arrested d to the re 
asked to do We've there was a 
placed in the San Joaquin le arrested to some 
contact with on a is. 
Were ever 
MR. CLARK: Not to , as I I've 
came and we them and were 
re for al access to the 





test s are 
• 
at We 1 s needs to be done, and I 
look at re ts two 
ASSEMBLYMAN SEELEY: 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Mr. S 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Sheriff 
s to a 
ark, I 
you know this~ but 
the United Farm 










be more spec 
, Teamsters, 


















ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: was 
MR. CLARK: I I I 







MR. CLARK: And, as I 












ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: And onnel carr 
was? tell us what 
IV';R CLARK I 't 
MR. us 
my or s 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: 
Is 
st of secur 
farm 
@ CLARK: Well we 
the s 




one or two 
for defens 
or not 
If I m not 







a number of years 




not jus secur 
went is 
Mr. Pr 
It re 832, and 
2-
• 




type of training that secur 
MR. CLARK: As a very 
the 832 course because what 
arms. It also about arrests, 




CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Is 
MR. CLARK: I 
h re a number 





has a r to re 




















MR. CLARK: Janu 




courses of use of we 
POST~ I 
is some 
f arms course 
is too ss 
guards carry we 






nature to be 
any 1 s 
a 











MR. CLARK: Well, we're 
would start I 
t someone to 
as, 




we so, as a start , I wou s courses 
or those two ects that one course 
po I not that 's aggress I 
's to start. 
CF~IRMAN ALATORRE: f 
Mr. Morton have a statement? 
~~-=~~~~~~~~= 
: Yes, I 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Cou we have a of that 
statement re ; and cou , we 
just summar your statement. 
MR. MORTON: to be 
s 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: 
" MORTON: Mr. , I am 
dur It must 







the r f 
on exerc 
a manner as not 
as set 
recent d 
re ibility of exerc 














As as the District Attorney's was 
the Ch f Trial Deputy ict Attorney Indio was ass 
task of reviewing all reports of alleged violations wh 
prepared by the 
A of 
's Department. 
se reports was made to determine 






that were submitted for review 
ace, such as insulting or cene 
stures, throwing s on one picket 
theft, such as ste an 
more 




with an and j 
a case that prosecuted success 
to be 
's iation was not cons 
minat of whether a 
Addit 
, such as reliabil 
biased or independent; 
seriousness of the offense; and extent 
The District Attorney 
as to all cases upon ch a was 



















issued. No ice 
court 
In out 






and an or cases 
As 













































that are s l 
tr 
of s 
MR. MORTON: We have as , and we s and 
other s. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: How 
MR. MORTON: We disposed 
pleas or by tr or nolo pleas. S 
warrants issued on some of them where 
on the defendant's part. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Very good, 
Are any questions? 
d f 
60., 
to that. We have bench 
re's been to 
you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Yes. What were the felonies 
greatest magnitude that you during time? 
MR .. MORTON: I'd say ass au a deadly we 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: And, ly, 
of or who are part s 
MR. MORTON wou be one t t 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: 
MR. MORTON: It was or some 
a ag or a that 
ury resulted ••• 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: 
there? 
MR. MORTON: were 15 as reports s 
for aggravated as t. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: come to 
MR. MORTON: I te of how 
come to tri ice 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Are aware of fe 








MRo MORTON: We've got one as set for tr on 
th there's another one which 
s 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Are you aware of a case that was 
to the tes that we 
there was a 
this where a pr st 
by the 
lla Just Peace, Cross, is case. The 
name of pr st was not g defendant was 
Is s that was 
MR. MORTON: He 
re s. I don have the 
the de s on 





CHAI~J ALATORRE: I l 
MORTON: s a 
that case. Yes, what he 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE Is 
MR t e 




on a 242 as my 
me that I could 
1 a $55 
I cou veri 
ct then what that 
then? 




case. The j 
of 
has th 




Ivffio MORTON: Yes 
h to , too, 
• 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: 
office s se cases come out of the 
at ? I assume even 
Distr 's 
ing to j some • or is 
contendere case? 
MR. MORTON: That 






ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: You 
Sher f C 
of s 
What k were 
MR .. MORTON: That we 
t's a 





this case because 









ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: baton 
and se are to be as a 
MR. MORTON: We cons 
club because 
baton so the 
up all 



























Is a s of we 
one wh 't? 
MR. MORTON not 
Code for c 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Was 
enforcement 




the Penal Code wh 
, we fe 




use of plast 
r secur 
? 




CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: You are not aware were used 
or 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: ask h if he cou just send 
a to us 
also a 







s Mr. Morton made h s tatement 
1 
there 













paid to bail themse s out of J 
sitting in the I 
feels an e 
There was an enforcement 
park. We were using the city 
would gather at 4:00 in 
when were arrested for 
't know whe 
lla 
Coachella qu 





and come back in the afternoon. They had an 
preventing people from sleeping 
weren't part interested 
, wh 
, but anybody 




coke or , was on occa-









''I am a 
































them sat the same 
to harass us, 
They taunted us ten 
I s 'This man is a 
You re g a 
II 
1 
30, 3 at 9:00 am., after 
1 , I went to t at the 
t was 
restaurant sat down our 
12 to 14 Teamster the 
at s surround us. Two 
that we sat at. 




an AFL-CIO akfast, 
s 
1 once more and 
more He 
me, f h 
1 to 
ssed 
cou at as 
I 
wa ss 1 
went re 
















another Teamster came out and stood by me. He then phoned Teamster 
headquarters and 'Get someone F 
I to t j from I was 
s ing. A Teamster 'Don't s here 
People are trying to eat. You' make them sick. I 
11 I asked Bill Wong to leave me. We went outs and 
waited for the Coachella police. An officer arrived, and I 
him what had happened. He sent another officer to 
restaurant to to Mike 
"Falco came out and was questioned by the ice. He was 
searched and by the pol 
playfully and waved at his fellow 
take me to 
We did th 
nose in 
"I 





awakened to out 
like to read a 
"I, Franc 

























and I d 
June 25, 3 I was stand-
ing in a UFW picket line on a of Avenue 53 near 
86. One of the Teamsters, a black man with a bullhorn named 
told me that they were going to car Teamster, 












s to me, 'How 
of last 



















I'd 1 to asked 
s and what some of se cases were 








MS. TELLER that one ye • 
fe 
He was s 
r, us 
case where two 











CHAIRMAN : Do were 
MS .. TELLER: were arre 
CHAIRMAN t 
status case .. 
MS. TELLER: On the ivate , we a 
couple of things on that. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Before start that, we 
have any copies of the declarations that we can for 
record? 
MS. TELLER: We'll submit 1 those 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: F 
MS. TELLER: Mr. Morton 
had something else on April 
Ranch tried to 
have forgotten about that one, 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Was a 
MS. TELLER: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: was 
MS. TELLER: The We have a of 
declarations on that also. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Do know status case? 
MS. TELLER: No, I 't right now. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Were there workers in 
it? 
MS. TELLER: Yes, there were workers that were 
a gun at 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Wou test court? 
MS. TELLER: They haven•t been cal 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Could we also get the status of at 
part ar ident? 
Now, you are ing that the security guards were arres 
MS. TELLER Yes, three of them were arres That was 
1 28. 
2 two more were arres at the same ranch, at 
and t was b 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : Secur 
lly weren't the only MS. TELLER: Yes. So 
problems. We a o had 





ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Excuse me 
arres ? 
MS. TELLER: I'm not sure 
a at the 
a str 
CHAIID4AN ALATORRE: 
have rs want to .•• 
MS. TELLER: I IS 
are 1 
On April 16, the f st 
21-year o str , received permanent 
96-
were the secur 
was, but one 
s were 
the f The f st 
sses or 
s a of 
damage after she was 
struck by an unidentified Teamster anizer. She was 
hosp an s 
were no arrests s 
On Apr , a Teamster 
together with the Vice Pres of C.I.D., 1 
Imperial Distributors, Henry Re , led an attack on str 
were on the C.I.D. labor camp near There were a 
farm workers that night 
wielding chains who were 
were 
cars~ and there were no arrests 
was the str went on e 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Was 
incident? You 
MS. TELLER: Yes. 




and took a number of statements and 
MADDY: 
cases where was an 
somebody. Then we can 
what the case 





versus court cases 
witnesses and te 
individual involved. 
or a a 
Teamsters who were 
, who were 
of Teamsters. 
a f 
<::;;J.A,.J..J.J''oj' we came 
a meet we d 
came over 
s to see 
statements 
was no ident 
statements 
was eros of 
or not guil an 
MS. TELLER: All right. Well, you can check out 
with the D tr Attorney. I 1 ve all the dates and places. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: The has also been 
as of test that's to be g 
MS. TELLER: Right. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: If there are any others that there s 
some st on, we'd like to hear about that, espec to ck 
to see what the dispositions were of of those that 
sue to the various law enforcement agenc s. 
eve 
MS. TELLER: We had an on June 23, a S 
rnoon, a Teamster known as 
as "Yellow s 11 because 
wears, an on 















there were Teamsters, who 
the area. There was some 
were 
to 
op 11 tes i to 
our s were 
Teamsters were arre 
















a caravan; a Teamster car drove them 
at 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Was a 
MS. TELLER: Yes. 
the 
? 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Arrests 
MS. TELLER: I'm not sure on 
an arrest or not. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Check one 
MS. TELLER: But all of 






ASSEMBLYMAN SEELEY: Excuse me, Mr. 
get into introduc the other sses, Mr. 
, before you 
Ms Tel 
whether they'd had any dispos of these cases that 
know of; with the exception of the F co nolo contendere, do you 
know any other disposit 
MS. TELLER: We haven't , the 
dispos have kept pretty 
of any. Mos 
We haven't what's 
happened to these cases. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY What I'm 
or not you of 
go to court and testify 
against. 
t 
MS. TELLER: Right. A 
ed on. I was a 
Lopez. I th Mr. Morton 
when was s sses are 
they're New 
Joe is an 1>-.FL-CIO 




our sses were 
1 over the 
was out 
was 
a number of cases he a complaint, and came 
s 
Joe 
from New York to testify Coachel I know the di ion of 
those cases~ and those Teamsters were not 
-99-
to 
ASSEMBLYM1u~ MADDY In tr 
MS TELLER: 
MS., TELLER: t tr 
not sure on You'd to that sses 
t for a s. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: How cases Mr. te 
do you 
MS .. TELLER I m not sure seems to me two or 
MADDY , Ms. Te test 
Fresno we were 
MS . f . 
AS MADDY: f In terms di 












rsf stil 't 
s 
The reason our people weren t out, a number 
them, was because not were gett re 
ink s t 
We went about hours the last wasn't 
situation. It was a very different s ion 
all the people were released immed , and I 
testified to that, that there might have been the two or 
four people who didn't want to be re one reason or 
another, but I think that would any situat 
might be somebody who would rather stay in jail than 
outside world for whatever reasons they've got, 
different situation here. I think 's 
also the court had a lot of ins 
handled a lot more intelligently 
Fresno. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: In 
MS • TELLER: I 
morning. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: I'd 1 
the difference between 
Joaquin Valley s 

















couldn't. You can't have an 
allowed one t 
when you're 
at was t 
situation. Down • the unction was 
picketing 60 feet from the fields; or 






on both s s of the road. 
to agree to 
that was the 
sense; we were 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Were t s 
c when the Union I assume 
was not s there was a time when the 
mass arrests to the unct 
MS. TELLER: No, Sher Clark didn't say 
your We never said never s I and 
for mass arrests. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Okay. What were the c 






f t week of str the unc-
t 't on the and people were arres 
all those Mr. Morton--all of 
s were 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Al r So there was a 
the arrests were v at unct 
correct? 
MS. TELLER Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY were d 
court? 
MS. TELLER were di 1 the s were 
d 
AS SEMBLY!v'IAN MADDY: Was the sent at ja 
re 
MS. TELLER: Yes, I th r f c testif to 
this 
2-
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Is that a more sat 
handling it, your 
Kern, or Fresno Count ? 
MS. TELLER: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : Now, 
was 
d s 
things were handled from the time that were 
time that they were arraigned is a re question of 
involved. 
Now, do you attribute 
at least some type of relat 
fact 
with 
you had a 
enforcement 




as well as judge, to t 
that you possibly did not have the other two count s? 
MS. TELLER: I 




came out last 
Dis 
in compl 
re were 1 s 
we ever Kern or 




Department, that s d t ex t. 
CHAIR.i'11AN ALATORRE: Now, 
situation Kern 
County, s we saw 
as law enforcement was concerned, 
down 
MS. TELLER: If 
, yes, I would 
was 
sor 
whole structure of each county. I 
that's true. It could have 
1 



















? Your react 
re 
MS. TELLER: I 
ASSEMBLY~AN MADDY: If 
unct 
was 
MS. TELLER: No, our re 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: In 
re 
I 
re, as l as 











ss communicat n, wou 
have occurred the other county, 
the situation would have been 
MS. TELLER: You to 
San Joaquin 
communication-- 's not a social We're not out to 
with these guys. The point of the open lines of 
as a result their attitude. That's how you an 
s 
communication. If someone shows they are flexible in some sense 
you have some sort of communication. If they're not 
don't have communication. That's same You can't 
one and not the other. You can't be chummy on one level 
the same situation on other. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Would actions 
in Fresno, Kern 
injunctions they 




mass court uncti 
MS. TELLER: Well, I 
year, so we'll give a 
's the only answer I can 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: 
open lines of communication 
United Farm Workers, 
MS. TELLER: I've 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Can 






ASSEMBLYMAN SEELEY: I ask a ques 
witness? 





n of the 
ar. 
sent 
ASSEMBLYMAN SEELEY: You 
Wes was sent Teamsters out to 
v 
there 
MS. TELLER I 
ASSEMBLYMAN Well 
there were ... 
MS. TELLER s 
Press We t 
I see. 
of al won't r 
can re 
Are 
MS. I'm go 
E ranza s 
summer 
then you 










































I me , it 
didn't care whe r they were men or women or children out 
and I saw a lot of youngsters fields--s 
e year o boxes. 
We , on the 25 of June, we were out 
that was the day we were going to have a silent--we weren't 
lds. l to yell at the people that were in 
Teamsters carne to the field that day, they were on both 
We were in the middle of the road. It was a dirt ro 
ar 
got on both sides of the road. I don't know, about 100 or so 
Teamsters, they l s yelling at US7 and it was re 
bad that day. were so many promoting 
men to see--ge them mad so they would start a 
or some a reason to throw them, and a lot 
people were on the t l that day. They 
home, were same t was 
Cesar came onto p 1 ran 
the 1 He went a 





Since ran the t 1 1 
to run to. 
Were re arrests ? 
MS. No, not 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Were law en 0 
at the ? 
MS. SAUCEDA: Yes, was a truck 1 of 
law enforcement officers; and when man ran, he was 









us I 't 
t at us 
wants 
we ust t 
Mr 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY You ment 
a is r 
MS SAUCEDA Yes 
ASSEMBLW.tAN MADDY: Was 
some 









WO summer I to s 
were so s 
t 
or 
I was s 








This summer I'm participating the str ' at 
first, I thought was just a a con g between us 
the but Teamster s 
a who t thing. They caine t days; we 
harassing people, calling them names and swearing front of 
women. It was really bad; and like Harriet I at the 
Bagdasarian Company, people were to come out or out 
and they stopped them with guns. They were forcing them to s 
and sometimes 'd force them to come out and kneel 
of the and wave the Teamster flags. 





ford to get , so 
ALATORRE : Do 
MR. ARREDONDO: No, I can't 




















































that 'd just 
nothing. 
it out. Since that, I haven't heard 
To your 
s 11 ? 
MR. ARREDONDO: I wouldn't know. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : Do you know what 
for, what the citizen's arrest was for? 
MR. ARREDONDO: Assault and battery. 
ur 
arres you 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: For somebody with a o 
a palm tree? 
MR. ARREDONDO: Yes, and I went up no 
about the same thingi and I saw the same It's 
of course, the 
be in favor of 
wouldn't let us 
be thrown out of 
i were more--I don't know--they 
ranchers. Like one time we were 
I 
property 






you re i 
tells you to get out of there, and 
telling this to the and we 
to us; you 't t us speak to the II And then 0 
said, "Why don't you think ut what 're do 
making them lose money." 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: This wasn't here? 
MR. ARREDONDO: No, that was over in Lamont. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Do you have any other 
that you either observed or were invo ? 
MR. ARREDONDO: Well, like one time, the Sheriff's car--
just threw his car at us. A lot of times it was kind of 1: 
but now and then, it just started reacting. 
-11 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Mr . Maddy. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY tances you've tes 
s 1 CQU of to here 
that were you re to as Teamsters? I 
you 
the growers 
at one point, if I unders 
workers kneel down? 
MR. ARREDONDO : No , Teamsters. 
MADDY: The Teamsters 
of se ? 
MR. ARREDONDO: Maybe so. 
Co 
ASSEMBLYMAN In terms of names? 
MR. No. In terms of names, no 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: never 
MR. No. 
r s 1 I 
CHAIRMAN s 
testimony, 
SIEROTY How se were 
? 




MR Well t 
1 j Teamsters 
s so--we11 I most of I 
of on Teamsters was 
because were contractors 66, '65, I for 
them, the came I the s went out, so 
- 1 
became Teamsters. I know they were 
l '65, 
been 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Do 
came t area 
MR. ARREDONDO: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Because 
lved? 
MR. ARREDONDO: Well, some of 
Garc and Manue 






are the ones I 
ASSEMBLYMAN S were men s 
ts? 
MR ARREDONDO: Well, some 





















MR. ARREDONDO: Yes. 
Teamsters tr 
we weren t 
We were to 
s come we 
t 
weren't 
we were d 
s us or cause us 
or even 
the 





ASSEMBLYMAN s But wi of 
most re s a ? 
MR. 
ASSEMBLYMAN s But 've 
to and be able to cool s conduct? 
MR. (Nods head 
s Now, did people you 
as Teamsters or goons, we or 
cou as a 
MR. ARREDONDO: Yes, one s were 
I mos saw 
s How were se s ? 
MR. ARREDONDO: se some s 
SIEROTY: Are 
MR 're new ones, 




next to me so I ss 
on ano 
just came and ac 




me of ass 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Can I ask one 
of se 
been former r contractors 
did you ever see commit any act of 






because were ones s to Teamsters 
because they area. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: ly were no 
act of you saw? 
MR. ARREDONDO: No, no. 
ALATORRE: All r next 
ASSEMBLYMAN SEELEY: I ne s 















MR. ARREDONDO: No. 
we were arres was 
ASSEMBLYMAN SEELEY: 
We ve not 
He was. 




junct s were 







Some of se cases 





re I was, 
ASSEMBLYMAN Well, not necessari the p 
1 e during the s 





MR. ARREDONDO: I don't 







MS. TELLER June 23 at 
MR. PATINO: He says that 
were go to come 
between Teamsters F 
, was there 
Jesus 
consu 1 trans-




able to get 
Teamsters 
t 







of them he 
was cut on 
He s 
hospital. 
a He was 
He s 't h One 
p 
after , he was to 
• 
As a resu of the j s, 
more He was the ho 
1 to ctor 
to wo He s 11 wants to go 
hasn't the release. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: (In 
MR. PATINO: The question 
the two men beat him were arres 







ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Can he 
MR. PATINO: He s 
s; were Anglo. He 
he sn t names. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Were 
ace? 
MR. Yes, there were. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: 
? 
MR. PATINO: He s 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: 
MR. He s 
wasn't to 
r two to 
treatment 
to wo ctor 
. ) 




Sheriff's of rs sen 
to s 
to arrest men? 
to arrest 
they were unable to cause were outnumbered Teamsters, 
s 
were able to prevent 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: I' 11 
In your logy of 
that five were arrested. Is 
separate incident? 
-1 
ing further ... 
a to Ms. 
events that took ace, yo 
tor a the same 
MS. TELLER: same 
were arres Mr. Garcia. 
up 
but 
I m no sure was arres 
was same 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: I no 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: does 
he was 
MR. PATINO: He s 
of s too c se to pol 1 
1 was go be to restr 
else f I he s se to 
ran up close to 1 s 









se to pol 
at 





We 't men 
were arres th 











if he sees them. 








MS. TELLER: Mr. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: 
Would you ask 
a note of 




MR. PATINO: He said that the Sheri did come to 
hospi room and d take a statement him at that 
CHAIRMAN We'll out, and we '11 no 
if you want to t Mr. Garcia to go I'll 
Sher or Mr. 11 to ff to 
fact, were were 
that accos Mr. Garc 
ASSEMBLYMAN IEROTY: One more st 
Ms. Tel you ther 
at 0 
MS. TELLER: No, I 't bel so of 
't so. 
CHAI R.T\1AN ALATORRE: If you cou t 






can to see if of le that were arras 
were the accost 
1 
incident 
MS. TELLER: F 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: 
MS. TELLER: I 
poss We' 11 
ranza S 
e 
it. We have one other 
1 sa, one 
tes ny. 
-1 9-
MS. : It's 
the 
was a of 1 
women were on 
was s man--a Teamster was on 
women were yell at people the 
wearing bl shorts, just 
zipper down, and he was getting 
were yell I mean, 
was They were re 
led 1 got 
was s was 
he was se of Her name was Jose 
said some was yell at ld, 
s what was it me 
CHAIRMAN Was 
MS. SAUCEDA: Yes, was so was 
CHAIRMAN 
MS. She was t 
to l t 
s 
MADDY name? 
MS. sef las name--
z. 
were arres ? 
2 
MS. SAUCEDA: Yes, were th cause he s 
she was s to 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE Can you just 
ut new o that was a 
rel nsh to you can be on the ses of ? 
MS. TELLER: We used the 1 summer I s 
be , we used it to meet the morn , to come after the 
1 s, to relax and and we had 
on Fr even s and afternoons. 
About two weeks ago, we he the c Co 1 was 
cons r pass an wou restr our se 
of the ordinance was to restr 
be at 1. So last or n t, 1 
about 40 of us, s and sentatives, wen to 
1 mee hear 
we s 7: 
summarized, at 
mo s was 
Council rece 
Co 1 
there were 20 or 30 one of o 
at to we Council l 
r 0 could pro 
or '+ 1. ... of were at 
weren't 
very was at 
were the morni t not 
one came , ever s statement or cou 
-121-
be identi no 
out re was no 
the ace. 
were just to t str 
no two hours of 1 ten 
c 1 voted to two to the o 
sed 11:00 to 6:00. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : Now, to 
0 ial 
restriction? 
MS. No, none r. 
are hours. 
MADDY: In s 
MS. 's no restr 
It's c 're c s 
If 
We were cuments 
or r 
wasn't one were no 
CHAIRMAN 
Ms. Tel , to was 
to 
to a 
MADDY: I state 
statement Ms 
Fresno Coun terms 









at se urs. 
t i . 
that, 
c s f 
I Mr. 
Telle 
of str act 
was 
i Ms. Tel 's statement that they will be 
San Jo next year the strike activi s. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : We ' ll a 
next tness ll be Mr. Lombardo. 
(Whereupon a short recess was taken, whi 
hearing reconvened.) 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : Mr. Lombardo 1 your name the 
record. 
MR. JAMES LOMBARDO: Mr. Chairman, members of the 
Committee, Jim Lombardo, California Teamsters Legislative 
While U.F.W. chose not to answer the st 
improvement standards and l of private 




or improving uniformed patrol We support effort not 
on of s 
pro s of the 
patrol are used ic places. 
The Teamsters sponsored a bill sess n that 
Governor. As 
of Consumer Af 
l guard who handles at 
the islature and was signed into law 





to s order to use a guard dog a 
sed 
s 
Our o would to see inted form propo 
lation be we a pos d rt 
concept of some standards wh all patrol personnel 
pass. Then, the patrolman is inexperienced, he would know 




Now, to answer some of st 













Ramona was o 
Now, 





























the Arnett act; 
al 
a l of 
0 won 












Californ Teamsters lative and still rts 
secret lot slation for by a State or 
1 se a secret ele 
Chavez the U.F.W. opposed 1 secret 
1971, '72 and '73, while the Teamsters rted t-
able secret ballot legislation. 
I wou now like to have Cono Macias, Area sor 
the Western Conference of Teamsters Agricultural 
Committee, a few statements and 
Supervisor from Coachella. 
ALATORRE: 
ASSEMBLYMAN S 








MR. LOMBARDO: Well, it 





was a st then struck Mr. Mac 
first-hand from , I bel 
He would comment on the Teamsters s 
restaurant to such an 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Are 
hit somebody who isn't apr st? 
MR. LOMBARDO: Not at all. 
Johnny Mac , Area 
that, Mr. S 
, what I was 
the pr t not wear 
't i 
knows of the 
0 
ace at 







violent activi Mr. Grammy for non-vio , to return to 
the fields after several incidences. The Teamsters do not at all 
condone such activity. 
- 25-
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: wasn't 
were s 
CHAIRMAN Le me just r 
reco I Mr. 
1 but rt the 
s, one is 
1 n that was into law. 
MR. 
the Arnet 
























star out--it had s 




























a ife one 
• 
a fork in the o He stood up, 
questioned Mike Falco's manhood. Seeing 
s hands, he he was 
At time, the so-cal 
over the area 
i 
a red windbreaker, white T-shirt, faded green sl 





Now, the young lady did say that I led the charge. I 
don't know what she meant by that. I was there, but I did not 
yell "Charge" or "Go get them" or make any statements to at 
effect. 
what. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Were you arrested, Mr. Macias? 
MR. J. MACIAS: I don't know what for. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Were you arrested? 
MR. J. No, s I wasn't. I can't of 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Were members of Teamsters 
arres on that 
MR. J. MACIAS: I believe 
so many--it was mass confus I co 
with the Sheriff's Department. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Do you know 
arrested? Any strikers arres 
MR. J. MACIAS: At that 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Yes. 
MR. J. MACIAS: No, I don t. 






I say, 'd to 

• 
MR. J. MACIAS: Right, 
SIEROTY: ... if 
Amendment. 
want to 
if you want to to us I wan 
t whether you ipated 
didn't 
MR. J. MACIAS: I was there7 about the 
anyone. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Did you hit anybody? 
MR. J. MACIAS: No, sir, I didn t . 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Did see anybody ? 
it; 
MR. J. MACIAS: No, sir, I didn't. Like I said, it was 
mass confusion. The reason we were this was on a 
Saturday; I remember that. was on Moreno 
ALATORRE: a contract? 
MR. J. MACIAS: was under contract with us. 
Now, was an 
ior to one, the 
and escorted the out 
protection. s why we were out 
why we happened to be there at 
Department was not set up. They were not 
position to quell anything. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Is at 
occurred, 
force at that 
MR. J. MACIAS: 




















Sheri 's being there was a factor of 
is ? 
MR. J. MACIAS: Be 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Not 
you 1 
v 
or not be 
be there. were there, but they weren't 
in same way they covered it days? 
of 
at 
iff s no 
the area 







's presence a most of 
SIEROTY: Do 
0 at time? 
MR. J. MACIAS: • I 't. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: 
MR. C name is Cono Mac 
r Western Counci o amsters 
to 
I d 1 to comment a 1 
were we ex- r 
a of s were ment 
I s se two s, 




not out of a 
contracts were nego th U.F.W. 1 
0-















state that even from '70 to '73, contractors d 
work under U.F.W. contract, are st 1 .F 
contract on the st on Dave 
Larsen Th is just I want to comment on that 
and clar the statement. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: How many Teamsters were arrested 
the labor dispute here in the 
MR. c. MACIAS: Mr. 
per of two days at a time, 
purposes to see how things were 












to t that 
s were arrested? 
MR. C. MACIAS: I no 
Lamont • I 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE : Mr. S 
SIEROTY: Mr 
charges made or some convers 
goons. you 1 to re to 
MR. LOMBARDO: I d Mr. 
MR. c. MACIAS: not 
different 
he came 
were on vacat 
come down and us is 
-1 
lla area? 
• I was only a 
on, just for 
the last time I came 
, at that t , eve 








're rank f 





of us up. 
after we contracts 
re b we d not see 
0 I our 
• beat and e 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: In other 
take the own hands, 
Sher f ? 
MR. LOMBARDO: We have aff 











out to the f 
Teamsters 
d s se contracts 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: 
or some amount to 












• you fe you to 
It re 








terminated them immediately. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: What about grape stakes? 
MR. c. MACIAS: Well, like I say, I was in and out of 
Coachella for a time. Now, John Macias was here 
st. 
most 
of the t of the 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: you 1 to comment on 
carrying st or weapons'? 









f are some 
are a 
to Lieutenant Dexheimer that some of these 
or one-by- 's, whittled down at 
3-
at the ar 










a f on I out that these so 
as 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: test s 


























or Mr. Mac , was re was 
along with statement terms of 
Teamsters and 's f re 
: We d s, but 
the statement to L 
felt re 
line to were 
viney I 
re, I ment • a 
sence s rrent most the t not 
s were r car 
were 1 
re were t s s, 
whatever want to orne 
u . 
MADDY: st as to 
s are s of 
MACIAS: Down re at I I th 
was one 
the f 




ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Did Teamsters appear at any s 
where did not have contracts? 
MR. J. MACIAS: No, s I we d t. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: In terms ' you 
s area? 
MR. J. MACIAS: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN: Were you in daily contact 
office terms of communication, talking with them? 
MR. J. MACIAS: Whenever they something to s that 
they fe we should know, they would tell us: and whenever we 
s to s 
We d 
that we thought 
a meet with 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: D 
organizers were to on a g 
of st 
MR .. J. MACIAS: Some d 
our caravans, and they 
ear a lot times. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Just 
you, all you, have any st 









is not to 
picket 
st assure that people's 1 


















One suggestion you've made is to increase the number of 




MR. LOMBARDO: S s , just s 
leg lation the c i a lature. 
E the want the Teamsters, 
't want want a di 
pendent union. It 11 be all resolved 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: I 1 m not so sure 
it. We have mechanisms s to that 
st 1 find once a wh that we have d 
so sure it's qu simple. 
r than do 
MR .. LOMBARDO: I so, Mr. S 
we just e Re 
state law s at. 
MADDY: Mr. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SEELEY I 
I never 
that 
I 't U.F 
ever arres or t 
MR. J., MACIAS Yes, s one case 
s was L 
1 came me 
some 7 
car them re 
to s Teamster at s 





















weapon. There were or four felonies, I believe; 
aga were so charged with assault on a peace 
s 
, and re arrest. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SEELEY: He was assaulted? 
MR. J. MACIAS: Yes, sir, he was. In the 
as I say, this case hasn't been adj 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: ~ir. Lombardo, any 
MR LOMBARDO: No. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Thank you, gentlemen. 
s he 
tes 
Mr. Lee Anderson of the Rivers County Farm Bureau. Mr. 
Anderson, you would fy 
MR. LEE ANDERSON, JR.: I'm Lee Anderson, Jr. 
Coachella Farm Bureau Center and I'm President 
President of the County Farm Bureau. I just wanted 
lence was you know 
sided. I 
lence or 
some that from last test 
the Teamsters, that was not one-
We the Farm Bureau s violence. As 
we can't As peop , we can't afford it. I mean, 
getting clobbered is just no IS to 
this, and we the lence to 
there's an for to vote, and I 




that a vote help. It wi let whether want ~lir. 
IS Teamsters or no we 1 
County Farm Bureau we need to be luded under onal 
Labor Relations Act. If we can't get that, we would like to have 
you people in the Legislature get some sort of act in California a 
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bit similar with this. I feel, or we feel, this is the most 
important thing. Without this, there's two other ings that we 
th you can to violence. 
One limiting the number p s 
ways. We feel that when there's 300 pickets along the roadway, 
is not freedom of speech but really intimidation; and we really 
feel strongly about this. 
The second is to strengthen the trespassing laws. I am 
not a grape grower; I'm a date grower. I represent a lot of people 
that are not grape growers; but in many instances this last year, 
the grapes bordered on c There were no s 
for the picketers, and they went into the neighbor f 
1 
to 
relieve s, of thing. We have no tres-
passing laws to prevent people coming onto our lands. 
Another th I 1 I out, this 
what most of us as growers 1 from our Farm Bureau meet , 
that the Teamsters We 
feel Mr. Chavez was not success Teamsters were 
there. were able to a that f was 
s 
not able to do. I d 't to to 
do. They were able to We 
some of items to our were not out. 
We've had one shed down, Ben 's shed 
the night after he had had an h f I don't 
a statement h but I can one if you like 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Thank you. 
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1 
MR. ANDERSON: We've had grape vines cut as well. I real 
don't have any more to say except, again, I'd like to s at 
legis , we 1, is most ing to s 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Mr. Anderson, how many your members 
employ private security patrols on their farms and s? 
MR. ANDERSON: I really don't know. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Do you have any? 
MR. ANDERSON: Our Farm Bureau is not an org 
all farmers. 
at of 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Give me a general idea then, from your 
own personal knowledge if you have , as to the that 
private security. 
MR. ANDERSON: I bel some of the 
and I can't give you any number them. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Do you any 
whether or not were 
security organizations or were they 
MR. ANDERSON: I'm sorry, I 
is that a number used len P 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: You 





CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Mr. Sieroty. 








court order might include the provision by the pickets themse s of 
some toilet facilities~ contractors-type toilet facil ies, 
there was a picketing in the field, might be a possible solution to 
that problem? 
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MR. ANDERSON: I believe it would. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: Could you explain what you mean 
" ? How s intimidat f 
MR. ANDERSON: Well, you heard one side saying that 
they were shouted at a the time; but if you had driven along the 
road, you would been shouted at. And the workers the 
f were being shouted at all the time, and it wasn't just, "Please 
come out." 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: One more question. 
You indicated the Farm Bureau now supported the inclusion 
of workers under National Labor ions Act. Can you 
te us they have not been luded up to this ? 
MR. ANDERSON: in 1932 or 
the farms were exc time. Farm Bureau has been one 
le 




MR. ANDERSON: Yes, 
MADDY: Well, I 
in '71 and 1 72, was a Farm 
of farm organiz were 
ASSEMBLYMAN SIEROTY: I'm 
Labor Re ions Act. 
that unt th t 
Farm Bureau. 




ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: Okay, nat 
SIEROTY: I organiza-
tions since 1971 anxious for islation which we are 




MR. ANDERSON: is, I believe, the main reason 
not 






• thank you very 
d 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: I have one s on, Mr. 
Chairman. 
Mr. Anderson, you started to mention brie 
problems of so-called night harvest and so on, with 
your crops. We had a bill before Criminal Just 
offered by Senator Zenovich of Fresno. Are you familiar 
legislation? 
MR. ANDERSON: No, I am not. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MADDY: It was to increase the 
individuals convicted of damag crops. I assume that s 
don't know anyth , you haven't a 
on it then? 
MR. ANDERSON: That's correct, but 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: You are a grower; 
s 
MR. ANDERSON: I'm not a grape we 
mainly. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Have you ever 
guards at your ranch? 





CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Can you get us the informat as to 
how many security guards were h of arm 
Bureau did hire security guards and whether, in fact, were 
hired through an agency or they were hired privately? 
MR. ANDERSON: I can try to get that information. You 
don't just want Farm Bureau, you want farmers, I mean, because not 
all farmers are Farm Bureau members. It's a voluntary organizat 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: All right. Just mainly farmers. 
questions? 
MR. ANDERSON: Yes. Okay, I can try. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Very good. Are there any other 
MR. ANDERSON: You want the grape growers or ..• 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Lettuce growers .•• 
MR. ANDERSON: We have no lettuce. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Fine. Is there any other testimony? 
MR. ANDERSON: No. Again, to reiterate that I sure would 
like to have some leg lation in the hopes that maybe you could 
lend your influence to get it. 
CHAIRMAN ALATORRE: Thank you very much. 
That concludes the testimony, so the Assembly Select 
Committee on Farm Labor Violence is now adjourned. 
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